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Are You Struggling With Your Anatomy & Physiology Revision? The third edition of Anatomy &

Physiology Student Workbook continues to be one of the most popular guides on the market today,

offering an enjoyable and highly effective way to learn this difficult subject. Designed for those

pursuing careers in the Healthcare Field such as Occupational Therapists, Nurses or Holistic

Therapists, this hands on guide is a fantastic way to blow away those cob webs and get the brain

working! There are 2,000 quizzes and puzzles in total, divided into 12 chapters. Each of the 12

chapters represents a separate system of the body and contains a variety of question types along

with a comprehensive answer grid at the end of each chapter. What you will find:Multiple Choice

QuestionsTrue/False QuizzesFill in the BlanksMatching Answers with QuestionsShort Answer

QuizzesCrosswords PuzzlesWord Search PuzzlesThese quizzes are designed to be repeated as

many times as it takes until you become so familiar with the answers that you no longer have to look

at your text books.Don't let anatomy and physiology beat you, it is a tough subject but it can be

mastered. Using this guide will help you do exactly that. You will become the anatomy and

physiology expert you never thought you'd be!
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This book is a terrific learning tool for all nurses. It provided multiple levels of challenges to stimulate

the cob webs of the brain. I would recommend this book to all nurses or anyone learning anatomy

and physiology. Have a great read.

This book is great for review after you've read chapters of anatomy.It also contains mock exams in

the back to try.This book covers things you'd find inside of an anatomy book; cells, tissues, bones,

etc.*** The answers are conveniently located at the end of each chapter. I've found this is much

better than all the answers placed at the end of the book because this saves time.The book loses a

star from me here though in the True/False portions of each chapter. When checking your answers

on the True/False questions, the answers inside of the book will only tell you whether the answer is

true, or false.*Here's an example "The vertebral column consists of 31 bones, True or False?" The

book will tell you it's False, but it won't tell you the correct answer is 24 bones.Maybe that's asking

too much? It's a good book though, 4 of 5 stars from me.

I bought the Kindle version of this book. It has several errors in the formatting, so I am not sure if the

actual book is the same. Even so, the errors do not detract from the helpfulness of the material

provided. The information is accurate and is an excellent review/test of your knowledge. Some of

the words have interesting spellings which make me think the book was written/published in

somewhere like Britain.

excellent product. Vender sent in immediately without delay!excellent product. Vender sent in

immediately without delay!I am glad that the vender was fast at shipping the product that way I can

use what I need without delay. Thank you for your fast service! I will definately buy from this vendo

again.

I just downloaded this text. I'll be taking my first A&P class this fall and I thought this book would be

a helpful took for teaching me what I know (or don't know) in preparation for the fall class. I

appreciate the review it provides. However, it doesn't give you the answers to ALL the questions

which is annoying.For example, In the skeletal system review (section 3.1) it asks you 45 True/False

questions. But only gives you answer key for the first 40. That's not terribly helpful and leaves you

hoping the accuracy of the text in general is better than that omission. Partial information is rather

frustrating.Still, for the price, you can't beat the basic review.



noticed a few mistakes, and maybe they aren't mistakes at all, but some of the True False questions

repeat and they are back to back. might just be a "are you paying attention" type thing, but i'm not

sure. overall, love this book. it makes me excited to study more. i definitely recommend this

product!!

The material reviewed in this book is nowhere near detailed and scientific as that I was required to

learn in nursing school A&P classes. It is more appropriate for students in massage therapy

programs, who need to learn skeletal and muscle structure but not necessarily the different

physiological models used to describe muscle contractions, for instance, or memorize really specific

markings on bones. Good for a general sense of where top layer muscles are located, which is

important for the education of MT professionals.

This is a GREAT concept on studying Anatomy however, it is geared more towards a beautician

and not someone who will be working with real human bodies (not just for beauty),, Still if you love

doing word puzzles this is a GREAT way to study!!!
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